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13089. Doan (James E.): A structural approach to Celtic saints' lives.


13091. McKenna (Catherine): Welsh versions of the fifteen signs before Doomsday reconsidered.
In Celtic folklore and Christianity [Heist studies] (1983), pp. 84-112.

Compared to the Irish Air dena brátha.

13092. Melia (Daniel Frederick): Law and the shaman-saint.
In Celtic folklore and Christianity [Heist studies] (1983), pp. 113-128.

13093. Nagy (Joseph Falaky): Close encounters of the traditional kind in medieval Irish literature.
In Celtic folklore and Christianity [Heist studies] (1983), pp. 129-149.

On the definition of the acallam as narrative genre.

In Celtic folklore and Christianity [Heist studies] (1983), pp. 150-158.

13095. Ó Hehir (Brendan): The Christian revision of eachtra Airt meic Cuind ocus Tochmare Dellechaimine ingine Moryg.

13096. Radner (Joan Newton): The significance of the threefold death in Celtic tradition.

13097. Slotkin (Edgar M.): Folkloristics and medieval Celtic philology: a theoretical model.
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